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ABSTRACT 

The wind industry is growing rapidly and especially in Europe, offshore wind power has 

become a serious business with approximately 22 GW installed in 2019. However, for the 

industry to become even more competitive, costs must be reduced. Especially the 

Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs present a challenge to developers and operators. 

In order to achieve cost savings during the operational phase, the factors influencing the 

maintenance operations should be identified. This Thesis focuses on the factors 

influencing the offshore wind turbine foundation maintenance operations. The aim of the 

Thesis is to identify these factors and their attributes, as well as rank them according to 

their importance. First, a literature review was conducted to establish the theoretical 

background for this study. In order to do so, maintenance strategies, offshore wind turbine 

foundations and the scope of foundation maintenance were described in detail. After that, 

the factors influencing the maintenance for offshore wind turbine foundations were 

collected from literature, personal experience, and input from industry experts. Following 

that, a two-step study with seven industry experts was conducted to validate these factors 

and their attributes as a first step before then ranking all the attributes by their importance. 

The experts were asked to rank each attribute by assigning a number from 1-5 where: very 

high influence (5), high influence (4), medium influence (3), low influence (2) and no 

influence (1). Since the maintenance differs for the subsea and the above water part of the 

foundation, the participants had to rank each attribute twice, once for the subsea part and 

once for the part above water. After the results were analyzed, it can be concluded that the 

Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE) was ranked as the most important, followed 

by technology and standards & guidelines. The environment factor was ranked as the least 

important before the geographical location and cost factors. 

 

Keywords: Offshore; Wind; O&M; Foundation; Maintenance; Inspection 
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Hs Significant Wave Height  

LD Liquidated Damage 

LS Low Score 

MP Monopile 

NDT Non-Destructive Testing 

OEM Original Equipment Manufacturer 

OWT  Offshore Wind Turbine 

O&M Operations & Maintenance  

PM Preventive Maintenance  

QHSE Quality Health Safety Environment 
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SB Subsea 

TBM Time-Based Maintenance  
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WTG Wind Turbine Generator 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Investment in wind power plants is globally increasing. In 2019 alone, around 15.4 GW 

of capacity was installed worldwide of which 13.2 GW was built in the EU. This amounts 

to a total wind energy capacity in the EU of 205 GW with 183 GW onshore and 22 GW 

offshore. In 2019, the investments in offshore wind energy amounted to around 6 billion 

EURO (5.5 billion EURO for bottom-fixed and 0.5 billion for floating foundations) (Wind 

Europe, 2020).  

A big part of the total life cycle costs of an offshore wind farm is Operation and 

Maintenance (O&M), as these are much higher than for onshore wind farms, and amount 

to around 25-30% of the total costs (Röckmann, et al., 2017). In order to achieve cost 

savings during the operational lifetime of the offshore wind farm the factors influencing 

the operational expenditure must be identified (Martin, et al., 2016). With the help of these 

factors, management can make the right decisions when implementing the maintenance 

strategy and developing a proper inspection and maintenance strategy, both of which have 

a big influence on the O&M costs (Sarker & Faiz, 2016) (Shafiee & Dalsgaard Sørensen, 

2019). 

 

1.2 OBJECTIVE AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

This Thesis focuses on the external factors influencing the offshore wind turbine 

foundation maintenance operations with the aim of identifying these factors and their 

attributes, as well as ranking them according to their importance. The factors and their 

attributes were collected from literature, personal experience and input from industry 

experts. A two-step study with seven industry experts was conducted, with the purpose of 

validating these factors and their attributes as a first step before then ranking all the 

attributes by their importance. The expert participants were asked to rank each attribute 

by assigning a value of importance between 1-5 where: (1) no influence, (2) low influence, 

(3) medium influence, (4) high influence, (5) very high influence. Since maintenance 
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operations differ for the subsea and the above water part of the foundation, the participants 

had to rank each attribute twice, once for the subsea part and once for the part above water. 

The factors identified can then be used by developers and operators to optimize the 

maintenance strategy for offshore wind turbine foundations. External factors can be 

described as variables not under the control of the company management whereas internal 

factors are controllable. Specifically, the external factors can assist in defining the right 

resources to plan the foundation maintenance operations but also identify the effort spend 

on procedures and preparations in pinpointing the area of importance.  

 

The following research questions are proposed: 

• What are the most common maintenance strategies in offshore wind and 

specifically for foundations? 

• What are the main external factors influencing maintenance operations for offshore 

wind turbine foundations? 

• Which factors are the most and least important for foundation maintenance 

operations in offshore wind for the above water and subsea parts? 

 

1.3 STRUCTURE 

In chapter 2, the review of the literature available on the topic is presented. This includes 

maintenance strategies in general and in the offshore wind sector. Moreover, common 

foundation types and maintenance needs for offshore wind turbine foundations are 

described.  

Chapter 3 focuses on the methodological framework used in this Thesis. More specifically, 

it pictures the way this Thesis was developed and describes each step in detail.  

In chapter 4, the results of this study are presented. Furthermore, the factors and their 

attributes collected and rated in this study are further described.  

After that in chapter 5, the results of the study are critically reviewed, analyzed, and 

discussed.  

Finally, in chapter 6, a conclusion is drawn along with recommendations for future studies.   
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the available literature is investigated regarding maintenance strategies in 

general as well as for offshore wind. Moreover, publications focusing on broader O&M 

topics in the offshore wind sector are reviewed.  

Sections 2.2 – 2.6 present the theoretical framework which provide the background for 

this Thesis. Maintenance strategies in general and for offshore wind are presented in 

section 2.2. Afterwards, in section 2.3, the foundations used in offshore wind are 

described. This is followed by section 2.4 which focuses on the maintenance and 

inspection of offshore wind turbine (OWT) foundations. In section 2.5 other publications 

focusing on offshore wind O&M topics are reviewed. Finally, a conclusion on the 

literature review is given in section 2.6. 

 

2.2 ASSESSMENT OF MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES 

The European Committee for Standardization (2010) defines maintenance in the British 

Standard EN 13306:2010 as follows(European Committee for Standardization, 2010): 

“…combination of all technical, administrative and managerial actions during the life 

cycle of an item intended to retain it in, or restore it to, a state in which it can perform the 

required function.” 

In principle, maintenance activities can be divided into corrective maintenance and 

preventive maintenance, where the latter can again be split into two subcategories. These 

subcategories are time-based maintenance and condition-based maintenance, illustrated in 

Figure 1 (Dalsgaard Sørensen, 2009).  
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Figure 1: Overview of Maintenance Strategies 

These maintenance strategies can be described as follows: 

1. Corrective maintenance (CM) 

The maintenance action is carried out once a defect has been noticed with the goal to 

restore the component to its operational condition (Irawana, et al., 2017). Simplified it can 

also be described as a repair action or a replacement intervention of a component (Garrad 

Hassan GL, 2013).  

2. Preventive maintenance (PM) 

The maintenance action is carried out before the fault of the component occurs usually at 

pre-scheduled intervals aiming to minimize the probability of failure or prevent the 

degradation of the functioning of a component (European Committee for Standardization, 

2010). Preventive maintenance can be planned with the help of data obtained by condition 

monitoring systems or by the input from inspections or surveys (Garrad Hassan GL, 2013). 

Commonly, preventive maintenance is split into time-based and condition-based 

maintenance.  

a. Time-based (TBM) 

A pre-defined schedule decides the time and interval of the maintenance action without a 

previous condition survey. This type of maintenance is usually used for age-related 

failures (Besnard, 2009) (European Committee for Standardization, 2010). 
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b. Condition-based (CBM) 

Information given by special equipment for inspection and monitoring provides an insight 

into the condition of the asset and assists in scheduling a maintenance action at the most 

suitable time (Irawana, et al., 2017). Furthermore, the condition of the asset can be 

determined by analyzing data gathered from manual inspections or other indicators 

(Dalsgaard Sørensen, 2009).  

 

2.2.1 MAINTENANCE STRATEGIES IN OFFSHORE WIND 

In order to achieve the best maintenance strategy or maintenance optimization for an 

offshore wind farm, the most efficient and effective plan must be defined. The aim is to 

carefully balance the direct maintenance costs and the consequences of not performing the 

maintenance (Shafiee & Dalsgaard Sørensen, 2019). In the offshore wind industry 

corrective and time-based maintenance strategies have been the most popular during 

recent years (Zhang, et al., 2017).  

Operation and maintenance costs of offshore wind farms are much higher than for onshore 

wind farms accounting for between 25-30% of the total life cycle cost (Röckmann, et al., 

2017). According to Sarker & Faiz (2016), the selection of the right maintenance strategy 

has the biggest influence on the maintenance costs. Proper inspection and maintenance 

programs can reduce the O&M costs when implemented correctly (Shafiee & Dalsgaard 

Sørensen, 2019). The choice of the right strategy depends upon several factors, such as 

the cost of downtime, reliability, and redundancy (Stenström, et al., 2016).  

However, even if a suitable maintenance strategy is found, the O&M processes are 

compromised by weather and the sea state, as both have a big influence on accessibility. 

Moreover, the distance to shore and water depth introduce additional challenges and 

expenses (Karyotakis, 2011). Besides these, there are several factors that influence the 

maintenance strategy that can be divided in external and internal factors. The external 

factors can be described as variable conditions that are not controlled by the company’s 

management, while internal factors are within the control of the company management 

(Pascual & Kumar, 2016). 
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After the installation and handover of the OWT to the operational department, certain 

components or systems fall under warranty for a period of time where the responsibility 

for their maintenance lies with the original equipment manufacturer (OEM), however, 

after this period the responsibility changes to the operator or owner (Dalgic, et al., 2015). 

Foundations are usually not covered by warranties but the risk of the foundations failing 

is partly insurable and covered by certified design through certification bodies (Garrad 

Hassan GL, 2013). 

There are different approaches to managing an offshore wind farm which can mainly be 

summarized in three groups that depend on the risk the owner is willing to take. The 

approaches are: hands-on, hands-off, or hybrid. The first one suggests that the owner takes 

all risks concerning the weather, transport, logistics, etc., whereas the second transfers 

most risks to the OEM. The hybrid approach presents a mix of both. (Garrad Hassan GL, 

2013). Table 1 below summarizes who is responsible under the different O&M approaches 

for the OWT. 

Table 1: Responsibility Matrix of OWT O&M Approach. Source: Garrad Hassan GL, 2013 

Risk/Responsibility Hands-off Hybrid Hands-on 

Access (weather) risk OEM OEM/Owner Owner 

Transport & logistics OEM OEM/Owner Owner 

O&M contract term 10-15 years 5 years 2 years 

Owner’s staff on-site Inspection only Day-to-day 

supervision/Joint 

working with OEM 

Joint working 

with OEM 

O&M in-house post-

warranty 

No Maybe Yes 

 

This Thesis considers the hands-off approach where the OWT O&M scope for the first 

years is outsourced to the OEM. This leaves the owner with the maintenance activities 

related to the balance of plant, consisting of foundations, subsea cables and transformer 
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stations. This area is seen as the most difficult to achieve cost savings in (ETIPWind, 

2020).  

In this Thesis, the focus lays on the foundations of offshore wind turbines. Compared to 

the maintenance relating directly to the OWT, the maintenance of the foundations is 

mainly based on visual inspections and surveys. Initially starting with a high inspection 

frequency, the number of inspections is usually reduced after all components have proven 

their reliability. Typical maintenance activities are paint repairs, marine growth removal 

or remedial rock placement to ensure protection from scouring (soil washing away around 

the foundation) (Garrad Hassan GL, 2013). 

 

2.2.2 INSPECTION STRATEGIES FOR OFFSHORE STRUCTURES  

The inspection strategies for offshore structures like offshore wind turbine foundations 

initially emerged from the oil and gas industry and were then adapted to the offshore wind 

industry. The certification body DNV GL contemplates two inspection strategies to 

consider in offshore wind, risk-based inspection and periodical inspection (DNV GL AS, 

2018). The inspection strategies are described below: 

1. Risk-based inspection 

Risk-based inspection planning aims to determine an optimal maintenance and inspection 

strategy in assessing the technical reliability of offshore structures. This means that the 

deterioration in crucial areas of the structure shall be controlled in taking various technical 

and economic aspects into account (Rangel-Ramírez & Sørensen, 2012). Maintenance 

resources focus on the parts having the highest failure rates in combination with the most 

severe consequences while spending the minimum amount of time and effort on the areas 

presenting lower risk. This results in the minimization of workload, and therefore costs 

(Kang, et al., 2019). 

2. Periodical inspection 

According to DNV GL AS (2018), periodical inspections can consist of three different 

levels of inspections, general visual inspection, close visual inspection, and non-

destructive examination. Once the scope is identified, it is recommended that an inspection 
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program for a 5-year period be developed which covers all essential parts by planning 

regular yearly inspections but inspecting all structures in an offshore wind farm in a 5-

year period. These routine examinations can identify deficiencies on the structure, e.g. 

corrosion. Whereas the presence of corrosion can be identified by visual inspections, other 

components of the structure require a more sophisticated inspection method, e.g. non-

destructive testing  (Kang, et al., 2019).  

 

2.3 OFFSHORE WIND FOUNDATIONS 

An OWT is always installed on a support device which is known as foundation, 

substructure, or supporting system (Twidell & Gaudiosi, 2009). Commonly a transition 

piece (TP) is mounted on top of the foundation to connect it to the tower of the wind 

turbine. Therefore, the main difference between an offshore wind turbine with a bottom-

fixed substructure and an onshore wind turbine is that the tower of an onshore wind turbine 

is connected directly to the foundation whereas on an offshore wind turbine a transition 

piece connects tower and foundation. Also, in case the foundation is not optimal vertically 

installed, some corrections when mounting the transition piece are possible (Twidell & 

Gaudiosi, 2009). The transition piece can include boat fenders, access ladders, access 

deck, and handrails that are attached to the outside. Furthermore, for monopile 

foundations, for instance, the gap between the pile and transition piece is usually filled 

with cement grout (Kaiser & Snyder, 2012). 

There are different types of foundations used in the offshore wind industry. Commonly 

used foundations are, for instance, the monopile (MP) foundation, gravity foundation, 

tripod, jacket, and tripile as shown in Figure 2 (González & Diaz-Casas, 2016). Also, 

prototypes of floating foundations are currently being tested and deployed in areas like 

Scotland and Portugal (Zhang, et al., 2016).  
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Figure 2: Offshore Wind Fixed Foundations. (1) Monopile, (2) Gravity, (3) Tripod, (4) Jacket, (5) Tripile. Source:  

González & Diaz-Casas, 2016 

To ensure stability and resilience against wind and sea forces, fixed foundations can 

include anchorage piles driven into the seabed, alternatively the foundation can keep its 

position due to its weight as is the case for a gravity foundation (Twidell & Gaudiosi, 

2009). Depending on the soil characteristics and the foundation design, scour protection 

around the foundation avoids that soil washes away due to wave and stream forces 

(Karimirad, 2014).  

 

2.3.1 MONOPILE FOUNDATION 

Monopile (MP) foundations are the most common foundation type in the offshore wind 

industry (Bhattacharya, 2017). According to Ramírez, et al. (2020), the monopile share of 

foundations installed for the offshore wind industry in 2019 was around 70%. They are 

widely use in countries such as Germany, UK, Belgium, Netherlands, Sweden, and 

Denmark. This type is preferred due to its simple design, as well as the simpler 

transportation and installation compared to other foundation types. Also, the analysis and 

engineering work required for the MP is relatively simple. Therefore, it became a feasible 

solution for the offshore industry (Karimirad, 2014).  
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Figure 3: Monopile Foundation. Source: Bhattacharya, 2017 

The MP foundation can be described as a big steel tube that is driven into the seabed. The 

friction between the outside metal surface and the seabed ensures a stable position of the 

foundation (Thomsen, 2014). A transition piece is usually mounted on top of the 

foundation, this connects the monopile to the tower of the wind turbine. A schematic 

diagram of an MP-TP structure is shown in Figure 3.  

 

2.3.2 GRAVITY FOUNDATION 

The gravity foundation is another commonly used foundation type which was used in the 

early period of the offshore wind era (Karimirad, 2014). This type is similar to the 

foundations used for onshore wind turbines. It is mainly a heavy structure that stays at the 

position due to its high weight (Hau, 2013).  

The gravity foundation is usually made from concrete which applies pressure to the large 

area below it with a diameter commonly between 15 and 25 m. The base of the foundation 

is usually hollow and will be filled with stones or other ballast material (Thomsen, 2014).  
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2.3.3 JACKET FOUNDATION 

Jacket foundations are lattice structures which are familiar from the oil and gas (O&G) 

sector for more than half a century. These foundations can be used for different water 

depths and are especially the preferred solution for deeper waters. Comparing the jacket 

used in offshore wind to the typical jacket from the O&G sector, some differences are 

notable. The wind industry uses three- or four-legged jackets, whereas the O&G sector 

prefers four- to eight-legged jackets. The legs are connected with braces that ensure 

stability. To connect the jacket to the tower of the OWT, a TP made out of steel, concrete 

or a combination can be used (Karimirad, 2014). Anchor piles connect the legs of the 

jackets to the seabed. Jacket foundations are vulnerable to ice because of their structure. 

That makes it costly to protect it against ice loads (Thomsen, 2014). 

 

2.3.4 TRIPOD FOUNDATION 

The tripod structure contains the main tube, which projects out of the sea surface, 

connected to three legs which are vertically positioned in a triangle shape around the main 

tube. Each of these legs around the main tube is connected to piles which are driven 

between 10 to 20 meters into the seabed (Karimirad, 2014). 

 

2.3.5 TRIPILE FOUNDATION 

The tripile foundation is another type of foundation that has features of the jacket 

foundation as well as the tripod foundation (Hau, 2013). Basically, the tripile consists of 

three cylindrical monopiles connected to a support structure where the wind turbine tower 

is mounted on top. These steel tubes have a smaller diameter compared to those of the 

monopile foundation. The distance between the piles ensures stability. Also, these piles 

are driven into the seabed to provide stability to the foundation(Karimirad, 2014). 

 

2.3.6 FLOATING FOUNDATIONS 

Floating foundations are anchored to the seabed via mooring lines. As there will still be 

movement in the platform, the dynamic characteristics of the wind turbine become more 
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complicated (Hau, 2013). However, once established, the floating foundation has the 

advantage that it can be completely constructed onshore and towed out on sea (Stewart & 

Muskulus, 2016).  

 

Figure 4: Floating Foundations. (1) Semi-Submersible, (2) Spar Buoy, (3) Tension Leg Platform. Source: Castro-

Santos & Diaz-Casas, 2016  

Adapted from the O&G industry, three types of floating foundations seem to be of the 

most interest for the offshore wind energy sector. These are the semi-submersible, spar 

buoy and tension leg platform, illustrated in Figure 4 (Castro-Santos & Diaz-Casas, 2016).  

The semi-submersible foundation floats semi-submerged on the surface of the sea. It 

maintains stability due to distributed buoys that are connected to mooring lines anchored 

to the seabed. The spar buoy keeps its balance due to a buoy whose center of gravity is 

lower in the water than the center of buoyancy. The ballast weights in the lower part of 

the buoy keep the structure stable and avoids unwanted movements. This floating 

foundation is also attached to the seabed using mooring lines and anchors. The third type 

depicted in Figure 4, called a tension leg platform, differs from the previous types in its 

utilization of mooring lines. Even though it also consists of semi-submerged buoyant 
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structures, it keeps its stability due to the tension of the mooring lines which are anchored 

in the seabed, whereas the semi-submersible foundation is stabilized by the buoys. This 

creates tension in the mooring lines and anchor system (Castro-Santos & Diaz-Casas, 

2016). 

These types of foundations are being developed and new prototypes have been tested in 

projects like Wind Float (semi-submerged) in Portugal or Hywind (spar buoy) in Scotland 

(Zhang, et al., 2016).  

 

2.4 FOUNDATION MAINTENANCE SCOPE 

The maintenance tasks for the foundation, which includes the entire structure below the 

OWT, consist mainly of visual inspections and survey work together with remedial work 

when needed. The inspections include checks of structural integrity, lifting, climbing, 

safety equipment, corrosion, and scour protection, where applicable (Garrad Hassan GL, 

2013). 

Standards and guidelines in offshore wind are developed to create a repeatable and unique 

way of doing something in defining technical matters that can be used as a rule, guideline, 

or definition. The standards used for offshore wind emerged from the oil & gas and the 

onshore wind industry. Currently, there are several bodies with standards for the offshore 

wind industry, for instance, Det Norske Veritas (DNV), Bundesamt für Seeschifffahrt und 

Hydrographie (BSH), the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO), to name only a few. However, 

depending on the country the offshore wind farm is constructed in, a specific standard 

might be applicable (IRENA, 2018). 

According to DNV GL AS (2018), the inspection program shall be based on potential 

failures and depends on the design and specific environmental conditions. The inspection 

and maintenance works are usually divided into above water and underwater or subsea 

works. The inspections consist primarily of visual inspections and non-destructive testing 

by specialists who use remotely operated vehicles (ROV) or divers for underwater parts. 
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2.4.1 SUBSEA PART OF FOUNDATION  

Subsea inspection and maintenance activities include all parts of the structure which are 

below the water level. Usually, ROVs or divers are mobilized for these works. However, 

some works can also be executed by special vessels with purpose-built equipment. (Garrad 

Hassan GL, 2013) Below an overview of common underwater items that might need 

maintenance is given: 

Cathodic Protection Systems 

The purpose of a cathodic protection system is to protect the steel surface from rusting 

and degrading. As the offshore structure is exposed to the harsh saline environment during 

its lifetime, corrosion protection is crucial to maintain the integrity of the structure (El-

Reedy, 2020). A cathodic protection system consists of anodes making the electrical 

potential of the steel structure negative with respect to the surrounding medium. The aim 

is to interrupt the current flow from the metal to the medium in forcing an electric current 

through the seawater to the metal. This eliminates the anodic areas and protects the steel 

surface from degrading (Leheta, et al., 2008). 

According to El-Reedy (2020), there are currently three different cathodic protection 

systems used for the underwater part of fixed offshore steel structures: 

• Sacrificial – anodes made from reactive metals such as zinc or aluminum 

• Impressed current – anodes made from inert materials and powered externally  

• Hybrid – a mix of both of the above  

The listed systems can be used along with the application of coatings to reduce the number 

of needed anodes (El-Reedy, 2020). Moreover, a corrosion allowance is often considered 

in the design, especially in the splash zone, which is the area exposed to sea water due to 

the action of waves or tides (DNV GL AS, 2016) (Zhang, et al., 2016). 

Scour Protection 

Scour means the removal of sediment on the seabed around the foundation which could 

lead to structural instability. To avoid this, scour protection is applied depending on the 

current, the waves, the substrate, and the foundation type. Commonly used techniques are 

dumping rocks of different sizes and laying concrete mattresses around the foundation 
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(Kaiser & Snyder, 2012). In addition to that, sandbags can be used as well(Ng & Ran, 

2016). 

Marine Growth 

After installation of the structure, the subsea part is subject to marine growth which can 

be described as fouling organisms as well as other forms of life that attach themselves to 

the structure. Due to its presence, marine growth increases the hydrodynamic loading on 

the structure which can lead to damage (Jusoh & Wolfram, 1996). The thickness of marine 

growth can be measured via ROV equipped with a special device. If the marine growth 

exceeds the limits of the designed allowance, it can be removed using an ROV equipped 

with tailored tools.  

 

2.4.2 ABOVE WATER PART OF FOUNDATIONS  

Above water inspections and maintenance include the part of the substructure from above 

the water level until the bottom of the tower of the OWT. Visual inspections can be 

executed from a vessel but for all other works, the structure must be accessed. Examples 

of typical items that need maintenance are given below: 

Fatigue Cracks, Dents, and Deformations 

To verify the structural integrity of the foundation, methods like non-destructive testing 

(NDT) may be used. Common methods for detecting surface-breaking cracks are eddy 

current inspection, magnetic particle inspection, and alternating current field measurement 

(Baker & Descamps, 1999).  

Bolted and Grouted Connections (Example MP-TP Connection) 

There are two common methods to connect the monopile (MP) to the transition piece (TP). 

Either a special cement, called grout, is injected between the gap of MP and TP, or the 

foundation is designed with a flanged connection connecting the MP and TP with large 

bolts. The remaining overlapping gap (skirt) can then either be filled with grout or left as 

is, depending on the design specifications (Jörss Blunck Ordemann GmbH, n.d.).  
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According to Vanden Haute & Pire (2020), bolted connections are a new trend in offshore 

wind TP-MP connections. Due to its immaturity, no clear standards nor experience 

regarding maintenance intervals exist yet.  

Coated Systems 

In the offshore industry, corrosion damage is a major concern as corrosion can reduce the 

thickness of structural components, therefore a common technique to prevent contact of 

the material with the corrosive environment is establishing a barrier layer, called coating. 

In case this layer is damaged and needs to be repaired the costs can be high, which is due 

to several factors, such as the logistics of transporting manpower and materials to the 

remote worksite. The corrosion rate varies as it depends on the local environmental 

conditions (Price & Figueira, 2017).  

Lifting Appliances and Fall Arrest Systems 

Fall arrest systems and lifting appliances must be inspected on a regular basis to ensure 

they are in good order and working condition(Worksafe, n.d.). Typically, a crane is 

mounted on top of the foundation to lift equipment from the vessel onto the structure. 

When the workers enter the structure a fall arrest system can be used which can be attached 

to the person when climbing the ladder. This system works similar to a seat belt in a car 

and stops releasing cable when a sudden force occurs and prevents the person from falling. 

 

2.5 O&M STRATEGY SELECTION IN OFFSHORE WIND 

Zhang, et al. (2017) indentify corrective and time-based maintenance as the most common 

strategy implemented in offshore wind O&M during the last years. Furthermore, they 

simulate the impact of fixed maintenance cost and preventive maintenance cost on the 

cost-benefit of an opportunistic maintenance strategy. Whereas most studies take the age 

of the components into account for replacement as the only solution, they consider the 

reliability of a component and show that the preventive strategy cost-benefit no longer 

exists if it reaches a higher level. 

Garrad Hassan GL (2013) mention that the maintenance for offshore wind turbine 

foundations consist mainly of inspections, surveys and remedial works when needed.  
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Zhang, et al. (2019)’s opportunistic maintenance strategy, respects weather conditions and 

spare part management. It was found that the management of spare parts is rarely 

considered in previous publications. 

Shafiee & Dalsgaard Sørensen (2019) analyze publications regarding inspection planning 

and maintenance optimization of wind energy assets between 1997 and 2016. It was found 

that most of the publications (72%) appeared during the last five years of the research 

period. Many of these publications focused on the optimization of the maintenance 

decisions for onshore wind farms whereas little was found focusing on the offshore wind 

sector. Moreover, a majority studied the optimization and maintenance of the individual 

components of a wind turbine, in this case meaning the turbine itself. 

Sperstada, et al. (2016) focus on three decision-making problems concerning the logistics 

for offshore wind farms in analyzing the timing of pre-determined jack-up vessel 

campaigns; selection of crew transfer vessel fleet; and timing of annual services. 

Tuyet & Chou (2018) proposes an optimal maintenance schedule for each component in 

the WTG and also for multiple components by grouping them with an aim of cost 

minimization.  

 

2.6 CONCLUSIONS 

The literature review shows that there are various publications available regarding 

offshore wind maintenance strategies. Whereas most publications focus on the 

maintenance strategies of the OWT components and on offshore maintenance vessels, 

limited information was found concerning the maintenance strategies for the foundation 

structure of offshore wind turbines. If an owner chose the hands-off approach, where the 

maintenance scope of the OWT is outsourced to the OEM, the foundation maintenance 

tasks, along with others, remain with the owner who often have limited experience in 

maintaining an offshore wind farm.  

The reviewed literature provides an adequate basis to approach the research questions 

from this Thesis, which aim to analyze the external factors which may influence the 

maintenance operations for offshore wind turbine foundations by collecting input from 
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literature and industry experts and finally rank the factors and their attributes by 

importance, based on expert opinion. 
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the materials and methods used to form the methodology for this 

Thesis. Section 3.2 describes the methods in detail. In section 3.3 the experiment/survey 

is explained followed by section 3.4, which outlines the assumptions made to achieve 

comparable results. Lastly, in section 3.5, the conclusions of this chapter are drawn.  

 

3.2  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY OVERVIEW 

 

Figure 5: Research Methodology Overview 
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Figure 5 describes the steps that were taken in this Thesis to answer the research questions. 

These steps are described in detail below:  

1. Identify the maintenance strategies in offshore wind farms 

A literature review was conducted in order to identify maintenance strategies for offshore 

wind farms. Furthermore, inspection strategies for offshore wind foundations were shown.  

2. Describe common OWT foundation types 

The five most common foundation types that are commercially installed today were 

shown. Next to the bottom-fixed foundation, which represents the major share of today’s 

operating offshore wind turbine foundations, examples of floating foundations were also 

presented. 

3. Define OWT foundation maintenance scope 

The scope for offshore wind turbine foundation maintenance was identified from 

experience, industry standards, as well as from other publications. The maintenance scope 

described in this Thesis is not limited to a specific foundation type, as the maintenance 

scope depends on the chosen foundation design. Each wind farm is unique, and depending 

on several conditions, the inspection methodology and scope changes. 

4. Collect factors influencing foundation maintenance strategy  

The external factors and attributes influencing the foundation maintenance operations 

were collected from literature, personal experience, and input from industry experts. 

5. Evaluation and revision of factors by industry experts  

Once the preliminary list was created, it was sent to seven industry experts who were asked 

to evaluate and revise the factors listed. In other words, the experts were asked to add 

factors that seem important based on their experiences and comment on factors that should 

not be in the list according to their point of view.  

6. Create final list of influencing factors 

With the input from the industry experts, a final list was created. This list includes the 

external factors and attributes that influence the maintenance operations for offshore wind 

turbine foundations, according to the expert’s view.  
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7. Ranking of factors by industry experts 

The final list was then again sent to the same experts. However, this time they were asked 

to rank attributes of the factors according to their importance, using a five-point scale: (1) 

no influence, (2) low influence, (3) medium influence, (4) high influence, (5) very high 

influence. The experts were asked to rank each attribute twice, once for the subsea (SB) 

part of the foundation and once for the part above water (AW).  

8. Weigh the factors by averaging 

The rankings received from each participant were then merged into Table 2. This table 

identifies the number of participants voting on the 1-5 scale for each attribute. The 

attributes were then assessed by taking the average for the SB and the AW part of the 

foundation which is shown in Equation 1. 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑔. =  
5𝑎+4𝑏+3𝑐+2𝑑+1𝑒

𝑎+𝑏+𝑐+𝑑+𝑒
                   (1) 

 

In Equation 1, a-e signify the number of experts giving the rating. The sum of a-e always 

equals the number of participants ranking the attribute, in this specific case it is always 

seven, relating to the seven experts in this study. 

To identify the importance of each factor, the average found for each attribute of the 

specific factor were summed and then divided by the number of attributes of this factor. 

Also, this average was taken for the AW and the SB part of the foundation.  

To get a better view on the importance of the attributes, %HS (high score) represents the 

percentage of respondents that gave the high scores (4 and 5) whereas %LS (low score) 

shows the percentage of respondents ranked the low scores (1 and 2). This can be assessed 

in Table 2. 

9. Categorize factors by importance 

Finally, after the influence of each factor and attribute was assessed, the factors were 

analyzed, and the results of the ranking were discussed. 
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3.3  DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 

The external factors and attributes influencing the foundation maintenance operations 

were first collected from literature, personal experience, and input from industry experts. 

The factors can be described as the main category and the attributes are specific 

characteristics of this factor. For instance, ‘wind speed’ is an attribute of the factor 

‘environment’. In total, seven experts were involved in this study assessing and validating 

the factors and, at a later stage, ranking the attributes by importance. All participants are 

working in the offshore wind industry in administrative functions but have also practical 

offshore experience. Some of the participants worked in the O&G and marine industry 

prior to switching to offshore wind, whereas others purely worked in the offshore wind 

sector. Six of the seven participants are focused on O&M of offshore wind farms and the 

other one on the installation of offshore wind farms. Even though there were only seven 

experts in this study, all participants were selected based on their long experience in the 

offshore wind industry, or on their specialization on maintenance for offshore wind turbine 

foundations. The participants all together have 42 years of experience in offshore wind 

and 64 years in the marine engineering industry. Considering that the offshore wind 

industry is rather young, one may say that this study gives reasonably good indications on 

factors influencing foundation maintenance. 

Ten factors were analyzed as influence factors during the maintenance operations for 

offshore wind turbine foundations which are environment, costs, geographical location, 

Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE), technology, experience & competence, 

logistics, legislation, contractual and standards & guidelines. These factors are further 

described below:  

Environment  

The harsh offshore environment at sea represents many challenges and therefore the 

maintenance activities differ greatly compared to wind farms on land. Especially, the 

salinity of the air accelerates the corrosion of the structure. As offshore wind farms are 

sited in areas with high wind speeds, the accessibility to the structures is limited due to the 

rough sea. The most common technique to access the structure is via the boat landing by 
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a crew transfer vessel (CTV) which presses with its fender against the boat landing so that 

the technicians can climb up the ladder to the foundation. However, these operations are 

limited by environmental conditions like wave height (Hau, 2013).  

For the SB part accessibility is not the main concern, instead oceanic currents and tides 

can influence certain activities below water level. 

Costs 

The economic factor plays a major role in offshore wind O&M as inspections or repairs. 

A common approach is the 80/20 rule where 80% represents preventive maintenance 

operations and 20% corrective maintenance operations (Stenström, et al., 2016). Whether 

the offshore operations are driven by PM or CM, they most likely require personnel and 

equipment on site to do so. For this, transportation from the base to site and back, most 

commonly by vessel, is required. Certain maintenance tasks require special equipment 

where the mobilization and demobilization costs of vessel, personnel, or equipment can 

have a big impact on the costs. The vessels, labor, and port costs can vary depending on 

the location (Poudineh, et al., 2017). 

Geographical Location 

The geographical location of the offshore wind farm is important for maintainability. Not 

only the distance from shore to the wind farm itself but also the number of foundations 

and distance between them can influence the maintenance strategy. Also, the presence of 

service providers in the vicinity can have an influence on the selection.  

Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE) 

Health Safety Environment (HSE) is an important aspect in the offshore wind industry 

with the goal that everyone involved does the job safely and without any negative impact 

on the environment. The HSE planning starts usually in a very early phase of the project. 

The coordination of HSE must be considered together with quality assurance (Thomsen, 

2014).  
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Technology 

The newest technology of maintenance equipment can help to ease the maintenance 

operations especially for the SB part of the foundations, as access to these areas is limited 

to machines and divers. The goal of new innovations and designs is to reduce costs, 

however, until these new technologies are proven and are reducing the costs, they present 

a risk in their immature state (Walford, 2006). 

Experience & Competence 

There have been large offshore structures in place for more than 50 years in the oil and 

gas industry and therefore there exists some experience with maintaining structures at sea. 

However, as these O&G platforms represent big investments, these structures are operated 

and maintained by a large team, whereas the maintaining of an offshore wind farm without 

having operating personnel on the structure is a new and different scenario (Hau, 2013).  

Logistics 

Offshore wind farms demand a high level of logistical effort but also opportunities for 

logistical optimization (Gasch & Twele, 2012). Not only the availability of spare parts and 

vessels nearby is important, but port facilities can also have a great impact. 

Legislation 

The country’s legislation in which the offshore wind farm is placed should be considered. 

Depending on the legislation in the country, the responsibilities for the owner can vary. 

With this young industry emerging in the waters in several countries, new legislation for 

the subsea environment is planned (Thomsen, 2014). 

Contractual  

For many wind farm owners, it is normal to work with a great number of subcontractors. 

The reason for this might be the lack of knowledge of the company or simply to transfer 

the risk to the contractor. However, the amount of transferred risks are mostly reflected in 

the price of the contract. Therefore, costs and risks should be carefully balanced in the 

contract to be beneficial (Thomsen, 2014). 
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Standards & Guidelines  

Standards are developed to create a repeatable and unique way of doing something in 

specifying technical matters that can be used as a rule, guideline, or definition. This can 

be for example a specific method to be applied or a certain material to be used. The 

standards used for offshore wind have emerged from the O&G and the onshore wind 

industry (IRENA, 2018).  

 

3.4  ASSUMPTIONS 

To avoid respondents misunderstanding the meaning of the attributes to be ranked, some 

assumptions were submitted to the experts along with the survey. This included that the 

attributes should be ranked from an owner or operators’ perspective and that most works 

are executed using contractors. Furthermore, it was assumed that the energy production of 

the OWT is not influenced by the foundation maintenance works so that the availability 

of the wind turbine itself would not be affected. Also, it was assumed that the factors and 

attributes are to be ranked for a wind farm located in the Belgian area of the North Sea, 

since all experts have experience in this area. Moreover, no synergies with other wind 

farms could have been used and the foundation consists of a TP-MP assembly. 

 

3.5  CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the methodological framework of this Thesis was presented and described 

in detail. Moreover, information about the participants of this study was given and the 

factors identified were described. Finally, assumptions were specified in order to achieve 

comparable ratings.   
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4 RESULTS  

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this Thesis is to map the factors influencing the maintenance of offshore wind 

turbine foundations and rank them by their importance, based on expert opinion. 

Therefore, in this chapter, these factors and attributes listed by the experts are presented. 

Moreover, the results of the importance ranking of the attributes are shown. 

 

4.2 FACTORS AND ATTRIBUTES 

The factors identified in the chapter above form the categories that are important for OWT 

foundation maintenance. The factors were not directly ranked by the experts in this study, 

instead, attributes were assigned to each factor or ‘category’. These attributes were 

reviewed and validated by the participants of this study. In a second step, these factors 

were ranked according to their importance. In Table 2, the factors and their attributes are 

shown. The participants had to rank each attribute twice, once for the AW part of the 

foundation and once for the SB part. Each time a value of 1-5 was assigned by each 

participant to reflect the importance of each attribute in the AW or SB maintenance 

operations.  

In the column ‘Ratings’ in Table 2, the accumulated votes of all seven participants are 

depicted. In the columns Average Above Water (Avg. AW) and Average Subsea (Avg. 

SB) the average of each attribute is taken. By adding up these averages of the attributes 

from each factor and dividing it by the number of attributes included in each factor, the 

Average Factor (Avg. F) for the factor is identified. Moreover, in order to better illustrate 

the importance of the attributes, as well as the preference of the experts as a whole, the 

columns High Score (%HS) and Low Score (%LS) show the percentage of the respondents 

giving the high score 4 and 5 and the low score 1 and 2.  

Environment  

The factor environment contains the attributes: significant wave height (Hs), maximum 

wave height (Hmax), wave period, wind speed and gusts, current speed and direction, air 

and sea temperature, humidity, lighting, tidal changes, ice formation, seawater substance, 
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rain, and poor visibility. The overall factor was rated 2.66 for AW operations and 2.69 for 

SB operations. For AW operations, the attributes with the highest influence were 

significant wave height (Hs) and lightning, both with 3.71. For SB operations, the current 

speed with 4.43 and significant wave height (Hs) with 4.00 received the highest 

importance. The least influence for AW operations are seawater temperature (1.29), and 

seawater substance (1.43). For SB operations, humidity (1.00) and rain (1.14) have no 

influence or little influence, respectively.  

Costs 

The next factor in Table 2 shows the costs to be considered in offshore wind turbine 

foundation maintenance operations. Costs related to: vessel, personnel, equipment, 

maintenance of equipment, mobilization, and demobilization, transport from warehouse 

to quay site and marine coordination were identified. The highest cost influence for AW 

operations was the personnel (3.86) whereas for SB operations the vessel was rated most 

important (3.86). The lowest impact on the costs for SB operations and AW operations 

was the marine coordination (AW: 2.29; SB: 2.43) attribute, according to this exercise.  

Geographical Location 

The factor geographical location includes attributes: from OWF to shore, hours of 

daylight, number of foundations, distance between foundations, water depth at wind farm, 

seabed bathymetry, and subcontractors located nearby. For AW operations the highest 

influence was distance from OWF to shore base (3.71) and hours of daylight (3.71). 

However, for SB operations the water depth at the locations was ranked as the most 

important attribute (3.71). The least important attribute for AW operations was seabed 

bathymetry (1.71) and distance between foundations (2.43) to SB operations.  

Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE) 

QHSE factor had the following attributes: health and safety of personnel, environmental 

impact, and quality assurance of maintenance operations. For both AW and SB operations, 

the health and safety of personnel were ranked with the highest importance (AW: 4.57; 

SB: 4.86). With lower importance for AW and SB operations were environmental impact, 

and quality assurance of maintenance operations (AW: 4.14; SB: 4.29). 
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Technology 

The factor technology had the following attributes mapped: tools, materials, spare parts 

and other equipment available, technical reliability of components or systems, technical 

standards compatible between operator and contractors, high level of technology in vessels 

or equipment and maintenance programs and systems. The experts ranked tools, materials, 

spare parts and other equipment available (AW: 4.14; SB: 4.43) and technical reliability 

of components or systems (AW: 4.14; SB: 4.43) as the most important attributes for AW 

and SB operations. The least important attribute was a high level of technology in vessels 

or equipment (3.00) for AW operations and (3.71) for SB operations. Maintenance 

programs and systems also received a (3.71) for SB operations. 

Experience & Competence 

The experience & competence category contained the attributes: core business of company 

or contractor, company and personnel with required level of experience, contractors’ 

personnel, freelance or under payroll (subcontracted personnel), earlier collaboration 

experience, local personnel contracted for activities, training of personnel, long term 

relation with contractor, clear communication and language skills. For AW operations, 

core business of company or contractor (4.43) was the most important and contractors’ 

personnel, freelance or under payroll (3.00) the least important. For SB operations, the 

most important attributes were core business of company or contractor (4.57) and 

company and personnel with required level of experience (4.57), while local personnel 

contracted was the least important (2.71). 

Logistics 

The factor logistics included: vessel availability (short notice), equipment and spare part 

availability, flexibility on availability of contractor, port facilities, vessel type and vessel 

crew setup as attributes. Vessel availability was ranked most important for AW operations 

with a score of 4.00, whereas for SB operations the vessel type had the highest importance 

(4.14). The least important factors for AW operations were vessel crew setup (2.86) and 

port facilities for SB operation with (3.29). 
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Legislation 

The legislation factor included the attributes: country’s legislation for the use of vessels 

or equipment, licenses, and work permit (right to work in the country), external audits, 

permitted maximum working time were identified. For AW as well as SB operations the 

permitted maximum working time was most important attribute (AW: 4.43; SB: 4.29), 

whereas external audits were least important for both (AW: 3.14; SB: 3.14). 

Contractual  

The factor contractual included: time and effort in negotiations, bonus malus or liquidated 

damage (LD) systems, financial stability (parent company guaranty), contractor adding 

value to company (for instance knowledge sharing). For AW operations, financial stability 

and contractor adding value to company were ranked with the highest importance, both 

with (3.71). The least important attribute was bonus malus or liquidated damage (LD) 

systems (3.43). For SB operations, time and effort in negotiations had the highest 

importance, with 4.00, whereas bonus malus or liquidated damage (LD) systems (3.14) 

was ranked the least important.  

Standards & Guidelines  

Another factor identified in this study is standards & guidelines. It includes: industry 

standards and norms, maintenance scope and schedule received by installation contractor 

and permit requirements. For SB and AW operations, maintenance scope and schedule 

received by installation contractor had the highest influence (AW: 4.43; SB: 4.29). The 

least important attributes were permit requirements and industry standards and norms with 

3.57 for AW and industry standards and norms with 3.71 for SB operations.  
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Table 2: Ranking of Influencing Factors' Attributes 

 

%HS %LS %HS %LS

External Factors Influencing the Maintenance Operations for Offshore Wind Turbine Foundations 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2

Environment Avg.F

Significant wave height (Hs) 0 1 2 2 2 3.71 57 14 0 1 0 4 2 4.00 86 14

Maximum wave height (Hmax) 0 1 4 0 2 3.43 29 14 0 1 3 1 2 3.57 43 14

Wave period 1 2 3 1 0 2.57 14 43 0 3 1 3 0 3.00 43 43

Wind speed 0 2 2 2 1 3.29 43 29 2 2 2 1 0 2.29 14 57

Wind gusts 1 1 4 0 1 2.86 14 29 2 2 3 0 0 2.14 0 57

Current speed 3 1 2 1 0 2.14 14 57 0 1 0 1 5 4.43 86 14

Current direction 4 1 1 1 0 1.86 14 71 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14

Air temperature 2 2 3 0 0 2.14 0 57 4 3 0 0 0 1.43 0 100

Sea water temperature 5 2 0 0 0 1.29 0 100 2 4 1 0 0 1.86 0 86

Humidity 1 0 3 2 1 3.29 43 14 7 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 100

Lightning 0 2 1 1 3 3.71 57 29 3 0 0 2 2 3.00 57 43

Tidal changes 2 2 2 1 0 2.29 14 57 1 2 1 2 1 3.00 43 43

Ice formation 2 0 1 3 1 3.14 57 29 2 1 2 1 1 2.71 29 43

Seawater substance (major elements, nutrients, …) 5 1 1 0 0 1.43 0 86 1 3 3 0 0 2.29 0 57

Rain 1 2 3 0 1 2.71 14 43 6 1 0 0 0 1.14 0 100

Poor visibility (for instance blooming algae subsea or fog above water) 1 3 1 1 1 2.71 29 57 0 2 1 3 1 3.43 57 29

Costs Avg.F

Vessel 0 0 4 2 1 3.57 43 0 0 1 1 3 2 3.86 71 14

Personnel 0 0 2 4 1 3.86 71 0 0 0 2 5 0 3.71 71 0

Equipment 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14

Maintenance of equipment 0 2 3 2 0 3.00 29 29 0 1 2 4 0 3.43 57 14

De-/mobilization 0 2 3 2 0 3.00 29 29 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14

Transport costs from warehouse to quay 0 2 3 2 0 3.00 29 29 1 0 5 1 0 2.86 14 14

Marine coordination 2 2 2 1 0 2.29 14 57 1 3 2 1 0 2.43 14 57

Geographical Location Avg.F

Distance from OWF to shore base 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14 0 0 4 3 0 3.43 43 0

Hours of daylight 0 1 2 2 2 3.71 57 14 1 1 2 1 2 3.29 43 29

Number of foundations 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14 1 0 3 2 1 3.29 43 14

Distance between foundations 1 3 1 2 0 2.57 29 57 1 3 2 1 0 2.43 14 57

Water depth at wind farm 3 2 2 0 0 1.86 0 71 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14

Subcontractors located in close vicinity 1 0 3 3 0 3.14 43 14 1 0 4 2 0 3.00 29 14

Seabed bathymetry 3 3 1 0 0 1.71 0 86 0 2 3 1 1 3.14 29 29

(continued)

2.66 2.69

3.18 3.37

2.90 3.18

Above Water Operations Subsea Operations 

Ratings Avg. AW Ratings Avg. SB
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%HS %LS %HS %LS

External Factors Influencing the Maintenance Operations for Offshore Wind Turbine Foundations 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2

QHSE Avg.F

Health and safety of personnel 0 0 1 1 5 4.57 86 0 0 0 0 1 6 4.86 100 0

Environmental impact of operations 0 1 1 1 4 4.14 71 14 0 0 2 1 4 4.29 71 0

Quality assurance of maintenance intervention 0 0 2 2 3 4.14 71 0 0 0 1 3 3 4.29 86 0

Technology Avg.F

Tools, materials, spare parts and other equipment available 0 0 2 2 3 4.14 71 0 0 0 0 4 3 4.43 100 0

Technical reliability of components/systems 0 0 1 4 2 4.14 86 0 0 0 0 4 3 4.43 100 0

Technical standards compatible between operator and contractors 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14 0 0 2 4 1 3.86 71 0

High level of technology in vessels or equipment 0 3 2 1 1 3.00 29 43 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14

Maintenance programs and systems 0 0 1 5 1 4.00 86 0 0 0 3 3 1 3.71 57 0

Experience & Competence Avg.F

Core business of company/contractor 0 0 1 2 4 4.43 86 0 0 0 1 1 5 4.57 86 0

Company and personnel with required level of experience 0 1 0 3 3 4.14 86 14 0 0 0 3 4 4.57 100 0

Contractors personnel freelance or under payroll (subcontracted personnel) 0 3 2 1 1 3.00 29 43 0 3 2 2 0 2.86 29 43

Earlier collaboration experience 0 0 5 2 0 3.29 29 0 0 0 4 2 1 3.57 43 0

Local personnel contracted for activities 0 1 4 2 0 3.14 29 14 0 2 5 0 0 2.71 0 29

Training of personnel 0 0 2 2 3 4.14 71 0 0 0 1 4 2 4.14 86 0

Long term relation with contractor 0 0 6 1 0 3.14 14 0 0 0 6 1 0 3.14 14 0

Clear communication and language skills 0 0 2 2 3 4.14 71 0 0 1 1 2 3 4.00 71 14

Logistics Avg.F

Vessel availability (short notice) 0 0 2 3 2 4.00 71 0 0 1 2 2 2 3.71 57 14

Equipment and spare part availability 0 0 2 4 1 3.86 71 0 0 2 1 2 2 3.57 57 29

Flexibility on availability of contractor 0 0 3 3 1 3.71 57 0 0 1 2 2 2 3.71 57 14

Port facilities 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14 1 0 3 2 1 3.29 43 14

Vessel type 0 0 4 3 0 3.43 43 0 0 0 2 2 3 4.14 71 0

Vessel crew setup 0 2 4 1 0 2.86 14 29 0 2 1 3 1 3.43 57 29

(continued)

3.57 3.64

4.29 4.48

3.77 4.03

3.68 3.70

Above Water Operations Subsea Operations 

Ratings Avg. AW Ratings Avg. SB
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%HS %LS %HS %LS

External Factors Influencing the Maintenance Operations for Offshore Wind Turbine Foundations 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2 1 2 3 4 5 4 & 5 1&2

Legislation Avg.F

Country’s legislation for the use of vessels or equipment 0 0 4 1 2 3.71 43 0 0 0 4 0 3 3.86 43 0

Licenses and work permits (right to work in the country) 0 0 3 2 2 3.86 57 0 0 0 3 2 2 3.86 57 0

External audits 0 1 4 2 0 3.14 29 14 0 2 2 3 0 3.14 43 29

Permitted maximum working time 0 0 0 4 3 4.43 100 0 0 0 1 3 3 4.29 86 0

Contractual Avg.F

Time and effort in negotiations 0 1 3 1 2 3.57 43 14 0 1 1 2 3 4.00 71 14

Bonus/Malus or LD systems 0 1 4 0 2 3.43 29 14 0 2 3 1 1 3.14 29 29

Financial stability (parent company guaranty) 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14 0 1 0 6 0 3.71 86 14

Contractor adding value to company (for instance knowledge sharing) 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14 0 1 1 3 2 3.86 71 14

Standards & Guidelines Avg.F

Industry standards and norms 0 1 2 3 1 3.57 57 14 0 1 1 4 1 3.71 71 14

Maintenance scope and schedule received by installation contractor 0 0 0 4 3 4.43 100 0 0 0 0 5 2 4.29 100 0

Permit requirements 0 2 1 2 2 3.57 57 29 0 1 2 1 3 3.86 57 14

3.79 3.79

3.61 3.68

3.86 3.95

Above Water Operations Subsea Operations 

Ratings Avg. AW Ratings Avg. SB
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5 DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 

5.1  INTRODUCTION 

In chapter 5 the results of the study conducted are analyzed and further elaborated on. 

First, the results of the ranking are discussed. After that, a wider view is taken on the 

averages of the above water operations, the subsea operations, and both combined. Finally, 

similar studies are presented and compared to this Thesis.  

 

5.2 COMPARISON ABOVE WATER VS SUBSEA 

The decision to split the ranking in AW and SB operations was mainly driven by the 

environmental differences of both areas of the foundation. In Figure 6 the importance of 

the factors for AW and SB operations, as well as both combined, is shown. Also, Figure 

7 provides a good overview of the factors’ importance. QHSE was ranked most important 

for AW and SB operations and therefore has the highest influence. As this exercise was 

conducted from an operator’s or owner’s perspective, in discussions with the experts it 

was found that QHSE had special importance as it is crucial for safeguarding installations 

and personnel. Also, it has an impact on the reputation of the company, as often the 

accident statistics are openly accessible. For SB operations, the QHSE factor was ranked 

even higher than for AW operations. A reason for that could be the complexity of 

underwater works. Especially when people or special equipment are in the water, the 

danger to human lives and the environment can be higher than AW. Also, to achieve the 

same quality standards as AW in such an alien environment requires extra effort. In 

general, the cost factor receives significant attention in the literature related to offshore 

wind O&M, however, as this research focuses on offshore wind foundation maintenance 

operations, the costs are not rated most important. When looking at the combined ranking 

for AW and SB operations, standards & guidelines were ranked as the second most 

important factor, closely followed by technology. To follow standards & guidelines is 

important for SB works as well as works AW to assure a certain quality and define a 

guideline or procedure when performing a task. Looking at the technology factor, it can 

be seen that it was ranked with higher importance for SB operations than for operations 
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AW. Since the hazards for persons are higher below the water surface, it is usually 

preferred to work with complex equipment such as ROVs. The risk when using unproven 

technology is high and therefore it can be safer to use already proven technology.  

 

Figure 6: Assessment of Factors per Part of Foundation 

The lowest importance in this study were the factors environment and geographical 

location. The environment factor is similarly ranked for AW, as well as for SB operations. 

Even though the SB and the AW part of the structure are exposed to different 

environmental attributes, it seems that is has evened out since some attributes are mainly 

important for SB operations and others only for AW operations. The factor geographical 

location was ranked to have an importance of (3.04) combined, being more important for 

SB operations (3.18) than for AW operations (2.90). 
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Figure 7: Importance Assessment per Factor 

 

5.3  ANALYSIS PER FACTOR 

In this section, the importance of the factors and its attributes are discussed in detail. In 

this study, only the attributes were ranked and averaged, where the average of the 

attributes identifies the importance of each factor on a scale from 1-5: (1) no influence, 

(2) low influence, (3) medium influence, (4) high influence, (5) very high influence Next 

to that, the percentage of participants voting for the two highest scores 4 and 5 and the two 

lowest 1 and 2 are shown in Table 2. 

Environment 

The factor environment was ranked as the factor with the lowest importance for AW 

operations, as well as SB operations. However, significant wave height (Hs) was ranked 

high on influencing the AW and SB maintenance operations. Only current speed was 

ranked even more important for SB operations. One might argue that the importance of 

the environment factors offset each other between AW and SB operations since certain 

attributes only relate, for instance, to one but not to the other. Especially for seawater 

temperature, 100% of the participants rated the attribute as being of low or no importance 
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for AW operations. For SB operations three attributes were rated as having low or no 

importance by all participants. The attributes were air temperature, humidity and rain. 

Costs 

When looking at the costs for AW and SB operations, vessel costs are more important for 

SB than for AW operations. This might be due to specialized vessels needed for SB 

operations. Marine coordination was identified to have the least influence for AW and SB 

foundation maintenance operations, as the effort could be similar for both operations. 

Since it is an office task to follow up marine operations, it mainly splits into personnel 

costs and software costs.  

Geographical Location 

The geographical attributes, like distance from OWF to base and hours of daylight, were 

ranked most important for AW operations. However, for SB operations, these attributes 

presented less influence. This could be due to the complexity of SB operations. As these 

operations take usually more preparation time a major effort is already done in the office 

the traveling time to the location is not considered as having a big influence. Water depth 

at the locations, however, had significant importance for SB operations. Comparing the 

factor geographical location for AW and SB operations, it was considered presenting a 

higher influence for SB operations. 

Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE) 

QHSE was ranked as the factor with the highest influence on AW and SB operations. For 

both AW and SB operations the attribute health and safety of personnel had the biggest 

influence, higher for SB than for AW operation. All participants ranked health and safety 

of personnel with either high influence or very high influence.  

Technology 

The attributes tools, materials, spare parts and other equipment available, as well as 

technical reliability of components or systems, were ranked with high or very high 

influence from 100% of the participants for SB operations. Especially for SB operations, 

innovative equipment is often used which can be difficult to replace in case of breakdowns.  
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Experience & Competence 

Core business of company or contractor and company and personnel with required level 

of experience were ranked highest, especially for SB operations, 86% of the participants 

ranked here for high or very high influence.  

Logistics 

Whereas for AW operations mainly the availability and flexibility of vessels, equipment 

and resources was most important, for SB operations vessel type was ranked as having the 

highest influence. 

Legislation 

The legislation for AW and SB operations was ranked very similar or equally. As the 

rights and permits should be applicable to the location of the OWF, it seems reasonable 

that the attributes are equally important for AW and SB foundations maintenance 

operations.  

Contractual  

In the contractual factor, most experts ranked the attributes financial stability and 

contractor adding value to the company with the highest importance for AW operations. 

For SB operations time and effort in negotiations was ranked highest with 71% of the 

participants choosing high or very high influence.  

Standards & Guidelines  

The attributes in the factor standards & guidelines had similar importance. Especially, the 

maintenance scope and schedule received by installation contractor was ranked highest by 

100% of the participants choosing high or very high influence for SB and AW operations.  

 

5.4  SIMILAR STUDIES 

In this section, similar studies conducted are shown and the results are compared to the 

ones received in this exercise. Moreno-Trejo, et al. (2012) identified factors influencing 

the installation and maintenance for subsea petroleum production equipment and ranked 

them after importance. The following factors were chosen to be considered in the study: 
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technology, costs, QHSE, external issues, experience, legislation, geography, logistics and 

environment. QHSE was considered as the most important factor, followed by costs. The 

least important was environment (as defined in this Thesis). Comparing to this study, the 

results can be related since the works in the oil and gas industry and the offshore wind 

industry facing similar maintenance needs, for the most part. Also, in this Thesis, QHSE 

was rated as the most important factor for offshore operations, above water and subsea. 

Moreover, the factor environment was rated having the least influence which can also be 

related to the results found by (Moreno-Trejo, et al., 2012).  
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6 CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of this Thesis was to identify the most common maintenance strategies in 

offshore wind and analyze the external factors which may influence the maintenance 

operations for offshore wind turbine foundations. The Thesis was built on a literature 

review and a survey with industry experts. 

First, the literature was reviewed to provide the necessary information to understand 

offshore wind maintenance strategies, foundation types, and the maintenance scope. It was 

identified that corrective and time-based maintenance strategies are the most common 

strategies implemented in the offshore wind industry. The offshore wind turbine 

foundation maintenance itself consists mainly of preventive maintenance and, especially, 

inspections.  

In order to perform maintenance actions for offshore wind turbine foundations, several 

factors must be considered. These factors were identified by the literature, personal 

experience and input from experts. Once the ten factors were listed, attributes were 

assigned to each factor, which were identified using the same method utilized for the 

factors. These attributes were ranked by the seven industry experts that participated in this 

survey. As the foundation consists of an above water part and a subsea part, the attributes 

were ranked for both parts of the foundation separately. With the compilation of all 

answers, the average importance for each attribute was determined for operations relating 

to the above water part and the subsea part of the foundation. The average of the attributes 

of each factor determined the importance of each one of the ten factors for the subsea and 

the above water part of the foundation. The factors identified in this Thesis were: 

environment, costs, geographical location, Quality Health Safety Environment (QHSE), 

technology, experience & competence, logistics, legislation, contractual and standards & 

guidelines. QHSE was ranked the most important factor for both above water and subsea 

maintenance operations, followed by technology and standards & guidelines. The factor 

environment was ranked least important followed by geographical location and costs. The 

literature reviewed found that the choice of the maintenance strategy has a big influence 
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on the O&M costs. Even though the cost factor is ranked rather low here, most other 

factors are indirectly related to costs.  

As a future research suggestion for studies involving the topic of maintenance strategy 

selection and external factors influencing the maintenance operations of OWT, a wider 

survey could be conducted with a higher number of participants. Moreover, a similar study 

could be conducted covering a broader geographical area, as this ranking was focused on 

the Belgian North Sea, due to the experience of the respondents. However, by focusing on 

the Belgian North Sea, these factors could be used as an input to identify a maintenance 

strategy for offshore wind turbine foundations, based on the weight of the factors and their 

attributes in that location. With help of those results, the resources spent on the specific 

maintenance project could be determined. Those results could also potentially give 

indications about the effort that must be spent on procedures and guidelines.   
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